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This text may be freely shared among individuals, but it may not be republished in any medium 
without express written consent from the authors and advance notification of IFSW. 
 
Normally, within this section of the journal, we announce staff changes. 
That is, we acknowledge individuals who joined one of our three boards. We 
also announce individuals who are leaving one of our boards. This current 
issue represents the first time we have no new individual joining or leaving 
one of our boards. 

A great deal of work goes into each issue of the International Journal of Social 
Work Values and Ethics. All work on our journal is completed by volunteers 
and no one — including our publisher IFSW — makes a financial profit from 
the publication. In addition, we have unsung heroes on our editorial board 
who contribute to the existence of our journal. Because we have a rule that 
requires our manuscripts to be assessed anonymously, I cannot offer public 
recognition of their names. I thank them! However, I can publicly announce 
the names of our hard-working copy editors. Their work is not confidential. 
For their major contributions to this issue, I must publicly thank: 

• Ann Callahan 
• Donna DeAngelis 
• Alina McKay 
• Jennifer Wood 
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Thank you to the book reviewers who contributed their valued time and ex-
pertise to review books for this issue: 
 

• Joan M. Groessl 
• Jeffrey Steen 
• MaryAnn Thrush 
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